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                                     Abstract
We initiate the study of witness authenticating NIZK proof systems (waNIZKs), in which one can use a witness w of a statement x to identify whether a valid proof for x is indeed generated using w. Such a new identification functionality enables more diverse applications, and it also puts new requirements on soundness that: (1) no adversary can generate a valid proof that will not be identified by any witness; (2) or forge a proof using her valid witness to frame others. To work around the obvious obstacle towards conventional zero-knowledgeness, we define entropic zero-knowledgeness that requires the proof to leak no partial information, if the witness has sufficient computational entropy.
We give a formal treatment of this new primitive. The modeling turns out to be quite involved and multiple subtle points arise and particular cares are required. We present general constructions from standard assumptions. We also demonstrate three applications in non-malleable (perfectly one-way) hash, group signatures with verifier-local revocations and plaintext-checkable public-key encryption. Our waNIZK provides a new tool to advance the state of the art in all these applications.


Part of the work was done while both authors were at New Jersey Institute of Technology.
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                             Notes
	1.We note that in the group signature of [2], a related notion called testable weak zero-knowledge (TwZK) was introduced as an attempt to add identification functionality. However, TwZK was only against uniform adversaries. Thus it can only be applied to more restricted languages (where the restrictions were informally described) and was impossible for non-uniform adversaries. Besides, soundness definition and provable constructions were not discussed.


	2.We stress that the notion of identifier witness does not put any restriction on the languages that can be proved, as the non-identifier part can be empty. In this case, the identifier part is simply the whole witness.


	3.Note that in general, it is unclear how to generate a witness from a statement, so we let the sampler to output \(x,w^{NI}\) together with \(w^I\), but we put no restrictions on them. In principle, \(x,w^{NI}\) could even be fixed by the attacker and hardcoded into G as long as an unpredictable \(w^I\) can be generated.


	4.We can also measure the unpredictability by HILL entropy [29]. On the one hand, it brings more restrictions on the languages to be proved; On the other hand, for samplers with sufficient HILL entropy we can give more efficient constructions which we explain in details in the full paper.


	5.Different from the conventional simulation soundness, where the adversary is given simulated proofs, here we provide real proofs, which will be needed in applications.


	6.Another potential tool could be perfectly one-way hash with auxiliary inputs [18]. Those are probabilistic functions that satisfy collision-resistance and hide all partial information about its input even under with auxiliary input. Unfortunately, such a strong primitive is only known to exist under a not-efficiently-falsifiable assumption [24]; thus, its existence is elusive. In fact, it even contradicts with a form of obfuscation [16]. We would like to have a construction that relies on standard assumptions.


	7.A basic requirement is [image: ] s.t. it is possible to have such a DPKE scheme.


	8.In certain applications, we may be interested in the relation between \(n=|w^I|\) and k of admissible samplers. Note that for any constant \(0<\mu \le 1\), there exists a sufficient large polynomial n such that [image: ]. Namely, k can be sublinear in n, and in this case given (X, Z, PP) finding \(W^I\) is sub-exponentially hard.


	9.Under standard assumptions, the only existing perfectly one-way functions with auxiliary inputs [7] does not enjoy the collision resistance; and the only non-malleable hash (also given in [9]) is only secure against a very special class of auxiliary input.


	10.Since in the auxiliary-input model, this leakage could depend on the public parameter, which requires the underlying waNIZK to work for CRS-dependent samplers.


	11.We note that the recent scheme [33] claimed security in the standard model for any high-entropy message distribution. However, their proofs still implicitly assume that the message distribution is uniform. We defer details to the full paper.


	12.The plain-text equality tester, presented in [39], seems close to a PCE. However, it can only check whether a ciphertext encrypts a pre-chosen target value \(m^*\), while a PCE allows us to test for any plaintext publicly.
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